At Rockburn Elementary, we believe that a student is as successful as the environment that supports him/her. That’s why we’re proud to be a PBIS school, focusing on: Positive Behavioral Interventions and Supports

Key Elements:

• The entire school has a unified agenda for behavioral prevention and positive reinforcement.
• All staff members have received training and support.
• For students, there is a continuum of procedures to teach and encourage positive behaviors.
• There is also a continuum of procedures to discourage inappropriate behaviors.
• School-wide and team incentive programs are in place.

Ranger Club

At the end of each month, teams gather for a Ranger Club celebration. During this time, teachers highlight students who have consistently demonstrated 3R behavior throughout the month. Teachers also highlight students who have demonstrated the KIND focus of the quarter:

1st: Keep connecting
2nd: Include others
3rd: Notice a need
4th: Decide to help

Students will also watch a short video focused on schoolwide events, celebrations and examples of KIND character in the building and around the world.

Daily Pledge:

We are Team Rockburn
As a member of this team,
I am Respectful, I am Responsible, I am Ready.
On Track System:
To encourage each student to perform well individually, each student received a magnet to be placed on a circular track in the classroom. As a student is caught showing solid effort with participation and performance, he/she will be instructed to “move ahead on the track.” Special spaces will earn a green ticket, which can be traded in later for various prizes and/or special privileges. The related arts teachers will also be issuing “move up cards” for the track back in homeroom.

Consequences for Behavior Include:
1. Move off track
2. Opportunity to reflect
3. Minor Incident Report with home communication
4. Office referral

Green Tickets:
Tickets are earned/issued schoolwide and can be traded in for prizes/opportunities. Each teacher has a supply of green tickets and are looking to hand them out for Respectful, Responsible, Ready behavior in the hallways and during transitions.

BIG Green Tickets:
Special tickets will be awarded monthly, highlighting students who excel with positive behavior and/or performance in the cafeteria and related arts classes. These tickets are worth 5 regular green tickets! These students will have their photo included in broadcasts for all to see and celebrate!

Prize Cart:
Each month, students will have the opportunity to trade in green tickets for prizes on the prize cart!

Move Up Cards:
When students are with teachers other than homeroom, they can earn move up cards for 3R behavior. These cards allow students to move on the track once they return to homeroom.

Rocky Recognition:
This year we are adding a new way to celebrate our students with “Rocky Recognition!” You filled out a green card at the beginning of the year to state how you would like to be contacted during a school day if your child receives a “Rocky Recognition.” Big accomplishments throughout the year might be celebrated with a phone call/email or text to a student’s family!
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